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Changes in Articulatory Control Pre– and
Post–Facial Transplant: A Case Report
Maria I. Grigos,a Étoile LeBlanc,b Christina Hagedorn,a,c J. Rodrigo Diaz-Siso,b
Natalie Plana,b and Eduardo D. Rodriguezb

Purpose: Facial transplantation involves partial or total
replacement of neuromuscular and skeletal structures of
the face, head, and neck using donor tissues and is among
the most extensive facial reconstructive procedures. This
case report compares changes in speech production and
articulator movement in a 44-year-old man from pretransplant
to a 13-month posttransplant period.
Method: Speech production and articulator movement data
were examined at 5 time points, once pretransplant and 4 times
posttransplant (4, 7, 10, and 13 months), and compared to
4 healthy controls. A motion capture system was used to track
jaw and vertical/horizontal lip movement during nonspeech
and speech tasks. Speech intelligibility, jaw displacement,
lip aperture, and movement variability were measured.

Results: Speech intelligibility varied across the study
period and was restored to control status by 7 months
posttransplant. Jaw displacement and lip aperture in
the vertical plane significantly increased over time for
nonspeech and speech tasks. Changes in horizontal lip
movements over time were minimal. Jaw and lip movement
variability fluctuated over time and was greater than the
controls by 13 months posttransplant.
Discussion: Findings quantify changes in articulator
movement and contributions to improved speech
production following facial transplant. Changes reflect
the adaptability of the speech motor system and are
discussed in relation to pretransplant speech motor control
patterns.

F

Eriksson, et al., 2012; Pomahac, Nowinski, & Diaz-Siso,
2011; Roche, Blondee, Lierde, & Vermeersch, 2015;
Shanmugarajah, Hettiaratchy, & Butler, 2012; Shanmugarajah,
Hettiaratchy, Clarke, & Butler, 2011; Siemionow et al.,
2010, 2013; Siemionow & Ozturk, 2011, 2012; Van Lierde
et al., 2015). There are fewer published works quantifying
speech outcomes post–facial transplant (De Letter et al.,
2017; Lantieri et al., 2008, 2011; Perry et al., 2015, 2017;
Siemionow et al., 2010; Van Lierde et al., 2014, 2015).
In accordance with the CARE (CAse REport) guidelines
(Gagnier et al., 2013), the present work addresses this research gap by reporting changes in speech production
and articulator movement in a single facial transplant
patient over a 13-month period and is, to our knowledge,
the first work to compare changes in speech motor control
pretransplant to posttransplant.
Given the small number of facial transplant procedures that have been performed, it is not surprising that
the literature documenting speech production outcomes is
limited. Several studies have investigated the procedure’s
implications for speech (De Letter et al., 2017; Perry et al.,
2015, 2017; Van Lierde et al., 2014, 2015). Van Lierde et al.
(2015) analyzed speech production in one patient who
underwent a transplant of both maxillae, the hard palate,
a portion of the left mandible, and the soft tissue of the

acial transplantation is a complex surgical procedure that involves complete or partial replacement
of the muscular, skeletal, vascular, and cutaneous
structures of the face and surrounding regions, oftentimes
following traumatic injury to these areas (Guo et al., 2008;
Siemionow, Gharb, & Rampazzo, 2013; Van Lierde et al.,
2015). To date, 41 facial transplants have been performed
worldwide, and several studies have documented the surgical, immunological, and functional outcomes of these patients
(Barret et al., 2011; Cavadas, Ibáñez, & Thione, 2012;
Devauchelle et al., 2006; Dubernard et al., 2007; GomezCia et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2008; Lantieri et al., 2008, 2011;
Perry et al., 2015; Perry, Richburg, Pomahac, Bueno, &
Green, 2017; Petruzzo et al., 2012; Plana et al., 2018;
Pomahac, Pribaz, Bueno, et al., 2012; Pomahac, Pribaz,
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lower two thirds of the face, following a ballistic injury.
This study investigated changes in vowel acoustics, speech
intelligibility, speech acceptability (i.e., listener rating
of naturalness), voice, resonance, and oromyofacial behavior at various points postoperatively. All acoustic and
perceptual speech characteristics measured improved over
the course of 21 months, during which the patient received
speech rehabilitation therapy. More recently, outcomes
for this patient were reported at 3 years posttransplant,
which included improvements in speech intelligibility and
in the amplitude and timing of lip movements, as quantified using electromyography (De Letter et al., 2017).
Perry and colleagues examined lip movement and
strength in several individuals post–facial transplant. Lip
weakness was reported in five patients, which contributed
to reduced speech intelligibility (Perry et al., 2015). Improvements in lip strength were observed and described to have
the potential to improve over an extended period posttransplant (i.e., beyond 3.5 years). Further work by Perry
et al. (2017) demonstrated the efficacy of an 8-week-long
biofeedback-driven lip closure strengthening exercise program in improving strength, speed of movement, range
of motion, and overall speech intelligibility in one patient
who was 1 year posttransplant. Lip strength, measured
using the Iowa Oral Performance Instrument in three distinct lip regions (left side, midline, right side), increased
substantially over the course of the program but did not
reach normative values. Kinematic analysis showed that
peak speed and displacement of the lower lip increased
substantially, though peak speed and displacement of the
jaw did not change significantly. A moderate increase in
speech intelligibility was observed, following intervention.
Together, these works contribute to evidence that shortand long-term functional outcomes have exceeded expectations on many fronts.
Although detail regarding the surgical procedure is
beyond the scope of this paper, a discussion of approaches
to nerve repair can enhance our understanding of functional outcomes. Face transplant teams currently differ in
their approaches to sensory nerve repair, with some groups
performing coaptation of sensory nerves and others electing to forgo direct repair. However, satisfactory return
of sensation has been consistently reported as early as 3–
6 months posttransplant, both by teams that perform direct
sensory nerve repair and by those that do not (Dorafshar
et al., 2013; Dubernard et al., 2007; Pomahac et al., 2011;
Rifkin et al., 2018; Siemionow et al., 2009). For motor
nerves, nearly all teams perform intraoperative nerve repair,
although their approaches differ. Some groups elect to
perform facial nerve coaptation proximal to the parotid
gland to reduce the duration of surgery (Siemionow et al.,
2009). However, other groups perform coaptation of the
facial nerve branches distal to the parotid gland to minimize posttransplant risk of synkinesis—an abnormal involuntary facial movement (Dubernard et al., 2007; Pomahac,
Pribaz, Bueno, et al., 2012). Both approaches have shown
adequate return of nerve function, with motor recovery
observed as early as 2 months postoperatively, followed by
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gradual but steady improvement. More detailed analyses of
these approaches, as well as comparisons of results from
different teams, are complicated by a lack of standardized
instruments and measurements for motor and/or sensory
outcomes. This highlights the need for consistent long-term
reporting by face transplant teams to properly assess functional outcomes.
From a theoretical perspective, the patterns of motor
control that underlie changes in speech production and
articulator movement post–facial transplant are fascinating to consider. Effective communication relies on the precise execution and overlap of processes at various linguistic
and motoric levels, including planning, programming, and
execution (Gracco & Abbs, 1987; Van der Merwe, 2009).
Central to the framework of sensorimotor control of speech
is the bidirectional nature of the paths between hierarchical levels of control (Van der Merwe, 2009). It is this very
bidirectionality that allows for articulator movements to
be modulated based on feedback and feedforward mechanisms. Feedback may be proprioceptive, consisting of knowledge of what a muscle, itself, is doing, or exteroceptive,
incorporating external consequences of the motor action,
including tactile and auditory information (Brooks, 1986;
Guenther & Hickok, 2015; Houde & Jordan, 2002). During
execution of the motor program, the actual sensations generated are compared against those predicted, and motor
adjustments are made accordingly. Articulatory and acoustic perturbation studies, in which a mismatch is created
between predicted feedback and actual feedback, have illustrated that healthy adults have extraordinarily quick
muscular adjustments, based on this process of central feedback, or predictive simulation (Behroozmand & Larson,
2011; Chang, Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013;
Folkins & Zimmerman, 1981; Lindblom, Lubker, & Gay,
1979; Myers & Mefferd, 2016). Not only do single muscles
make adjustments on a reflex-like timescale in the face of
perturbation, but muscle groups work synergistically to make
these adjustments such that the motor goal is achieved
(Gracco & Abbs, 1987). With respect to these works, the
facial transplant procedure can be considered both a mechanical and a functional perturbation to the speech production
system. The revision of motor programs posttransplant is
likely driven by response to information conveyed through
both feedback and feedforward processes that surface due
to the structural and functional changes of the articulatory
system. The aim of the present work is to explore the process by which such changes in articulatory motor control
occur over an extended posttransplant period in comparison to pretransplant functioning, as well as to performance
by healthy controls.
This literature review draws attention to the theoretical significance of studying articulatory control pre– and
post–facial transplant, which is to enhance our understanding of the reintegration of neuromuscular control following the procedure. In addition, past work highlights
the clinical importance of research in this area, as it provides insight into the process by which the patient adapts
to new structures, which can be considered during recovery
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and treatment planning. There is a strong need to better
understand motor adaptation in those who have suffered
massive facial trauma and how factors, such as potential
loss of structural integrity created by original tissue injury/
scarring and multiple reconstructive surgical attempts,
impact change posttransplant. Therefore, the purpose of
the present work was to quantify changes in articulator
movement pre– and post–facial transplant during nonspeech and speech tasks. Given restrictions in the patient’s
lip movements pretransplant (described below), we were
interested in examining how lip and jaw movement displacement and variability changed from pretransplant
across a 13-month posttransplant period. Based on pretransplant performance, we hypothesized that lip aperture would increase whereas variability would decrease
across the posttransplant period. We anticipated that speech
production and articulator movement would be restricted
immediately posttransplant but would gradually reach pretransplant status.

Method
Participants
Five adults participated in this study. The facial transplant recipient was a 44-year-old male who suffered thirdand fourth-degree burns in a fire that resulted in significant
soft tissue loss involving the scalp, ears, eyelids, nose, face,
neck, and torso. Pretransplant, excessive facial scarring,
redundant intraoral tissue behind the lower lip, and reduced
oral opening were noted. Lingual function was compromised by glossoptosis and reduced strength. The patient
received a total facial transplant 14 years following the
trauma. The procedure involved the resection of the scarred
soft tissues of the face and scalp, which were replaced with
a single block of tissues that was procured from a braindead donor. This facial allograft contained the donor’s face,
scalp, eyelids, and ears, in addition to the skeletal subunits
of the nose, zygomas, and chin (see Figure 1). Existing recipient facial musculature was deemed sufficient for facial
function and expression, and thus, no motor nerve coaptations were performed between the donor and allograft
facial nerves. Donor supraorbital and infraorbital nerves
were not coapted due to insufficient length and were instead
placed over the respective recipient foramina. Donor mental nerve neurorrhaphies were performed using a donor
hypoglossal interpositional nerve graft (Sosin et al., 2016).
The patient underwent several planned surgical revisions
posttransplant, which included the following: (a) 1 month
post: advancement of upper and lower lips, debridement
of nose and eyelids; (b) 6 months post: intraoral tissue debulking; (c) 8 months post: tracheostomy reversal, placement
of endosseous dental implants to posterior mandible;
(d) 10 months post: submental lipectomy, uncovering of
right mandibular endosseous implants. The patient received
speech rehabilitation, at least twice per week, for 6 weeks
following hospital discharge (3 months postsurgery) and
then once per week until 14 months postsurgery. Therapy

focused on increasing the excursion, speed, strength, and
overall precision of facial movements underlying communicative expression and speech sound production.
The control group consisted of four adult males between the ages of 21 and 25 years (M = 23.2 years, SD =
1.2 years). All participants were native speakers of English.
The controls demonstrated normal structure and function
of the oral-peripheral mechanism and passed a hearing
screening at 20 dB SPL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.
They had no history of speech, language, or hearing impairment. The study received approval from the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects at
New York University. Informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

Procedure
The patient was seen for data collection once pretransplant (PRE: 1 month presurgery) and four times
posttransplant (at 4 months [Time 1: T1], 7 months [Time 2:
T2], 10 months [Time 3: T3], and 13 months [Time 4: T4]).
Baseline data were obtained at only one time point because
a donor became available shortly after the baseline session.
The controls were each seen for one data collection session.
Participants were seated in a sound-attenuated audiometric
booth in the Department of Communicative Sciences and
Disorders at New York University. Acoustic data were obtained via a headset microphone placed 2 cm from the participant’s mouth (SHURE, SM10A) and a Fostex digital
recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Kinematic data
were collected using an optical facial tracking system that
was used to track the markers in three dimensions (Vicon
460, Vicon Motion Systems, 2001) at a sampling rate of
120 frames per second. Sixteen reflective markers (each
3 mm) were placed on the participant’s face. Seven markers
were placed on the lips and jaw to track their movement,
four were placed on the eyes to track eye closure, and five
were placed on forehead, nasion, and nose. The nasion and
forehead markers were used to determine the orientation
and to account for vertical head movement and rotation
(see Figure 1).
The participants completed nonspeech and speech
tasks. The nonspeech tasks were voluntary oral open/close
and lip retraction/protrusion following instructions (e.g.,
“open and close as wide as possible”). An average of five
productions of each movement was obtained. The speech
tasks included word and phase production. The participant
was presented with written stimuli (“Pop” and “Buy Bobby
a puppy”) on a computer monitor and asked to repeat the
displayed word in a carrier phrase “Say__again.” These
utterances contained bilabial phonemes /b, p/, which allowed
for lip and jaw movement to be viewed during their production. The target words were randomized, and an average of 10 productions of each word (within a carrier phrase)
was analyzed. At each time point, data from 10 nonspeech
movements (2 conditions × 5 productions each) and
20 speech movements (2 words × 10 productions each)
were obtained.
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Figure 1. Images of the patient at pretransplant (PRE, left panel) and 13 months posttransplant (T4, middle panel), which
also shows placement of 16 reflective markers on the forehead, nose, lips, jaw, and eyes. The right panel shows kinematic
traces of jaw displacement (top panel) and lip aperture (bottom panel) during oral opening. Displacement measures
were based on maximum displacement points. Displacement into oral opening measured from the point of maximum
closing displacement (Point A) to the point of maximum opening displacement (Point B). The lip aperture trajectory
reflects the distance between the upper and lower lips. Lip aperture into opening was measured from lip closing (Point C)
to lip opening (Point D).

Data Analyses
Speech Intelligibility
The percentage of intelligible words (number of intelligible words / total number of words × 100) was measured
at each time point by two raters from productions of the
Grandfather Passage. The Grandfather Passage was selected to examine speech intelligibility to be more reflective of natural speech than a single word test and to control
the phonetic context. The Grandfather Passage contains
nearly all phonemes of American English in a variety of
phonetic contexts. Controlling the connected speech produced in this way helps to ensure that speech intelligibility
is accurately assessed, given fair representation of all
American English phonemes in this passage. The recordings were rated independently by two first-year graduate
students in speech-language pathology. The raters were presented with randomized recordings of the passage and
were blind to time and participant. They listened to one
phrase at a time and were instructed to orthographically
transcribe each word. The percentage of words correctly
identified was recorded. Interrater reliability was 92%.

Kinematic Analysis
Custom MATLAB algorithms were used to analyze
kinematic data. Upper lip, lower lip, and jaw movements
were calculated by subtracting their y coordinates from
the stationary nasion and forehead points. Lip aperture
was calculated in the vertical plane as the distance between
the upper and lower lip markers and in the horizontal
plane as the distance between markers placed on the corners of the mouth. Jaw displacement was calculated as the
peak-to-trough distance associated with open and closing
movements (see Figure 1).
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The spatiotemporal index (STI; Smith, Goffman,
Zelaznik, Ying, & McGillem, 1995) was then calculated
to examine the stability in movement trajectories across
repeated productions of words and phrases. Segmented displacement traces were normalized for amplitude and time
in a method described by Smith et al. (1995). The STI was
computed by calculating standard deviations at 2% intervals across the repetitions of the time- and amplitudenormalized displacement traces. The STI is the cumulative
sum of these 50 SDs. STI was computed from both jaw
displacement and lip aperture signals as these measures
represent differing levels of speech motor control (Smith
& Zelaznik, 2004). laSTI is the distance between the upper
and lower lips and has been described as a higher order
synergy representative of oral opening within speech (Smith
& Zelaznik, 2004). jSTI reflects the distance between the
lower lip and the jaw and may reflect a lower order synergy
subordinate to lip aperture.
Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using mixed-effects modeling
with the lme4 and lmerTest packages (Baayen, Davidson,
& Bates, 2008; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2010;
Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2013) in R (http://
www.r-project.org). The dependent measures were percentage of intelligible words, jaw displacement, lip aperture,
and lip retraction. Visual inspection confirmed that the data
were normally distributed for each analysis. The patient’s
performance was first examined across sessions where time
was entered as a fixed effect with five levels: PRE, T1, T2,
T3, and T4. In a second analysis, group was entered as
a fixed effect for comparisons between the controls and the
patient at the first (T1) and last (T4) sessions posttransplant.
The random effect of item and/or participant was also
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included when appropriate (i.e., item was used for all models,
participant was used for group comparisons). For each
model, log-likelihood comparisons were performed to determine which random effects significantly contributed to the
model. Linear mixed-effects regressions were then conducted
using random effects that significantly contributed to the final
model for each dependent variable. Results were interpreted
as statistically significant when the p value was less than .05.
Pairwise comparisons were performed following a significant
effect. To account for multiple comparisons, Tukey adjustments were made to the p value to control for Type I error.
Linear regression was performed to examine STI. We
examined the effect of time (PRE, T1, T2, T3, and T4), utterance (word, phrase), and articulator (jaw, lip aperture) on
STI. When the main effect was significant, pairwise comparisons were examined to determine differences in STI over
time. Interval estimation (McCall, 1994) was used to compare STIs between the patient and the controls. A 95% confidence interval based on between-subjects variance was
calculated from the control group for STI, establishing
an upper and lower limit. Comparisons were then made
between the patient’s STI at T1 and T4 and the control
group’s confidence interval.

Results
Speech Intelligibility
Pretransplant, speech production was characterized
by weak articulatory contacts for bilabials, reduced lingual
alveolar contacts due to glossoptosis, and reduced oral airflow and pressure on fricatives and affricates due to scarring
and poor lip retraction/protrusion. These characteristics
minimally impacted speech intelligibility pretransplant, which
was at 98.92%. As expected, speech intelligibility decreased
pretransplant to posttransplant. Improvements in articulatory
precision were observed posttransplant, particularly for phonemes involving lip movement. Mean percentage of intelligible words significantly changed over time, F(4, 10) = 75.04,
p < .001. The percentage of intelligible words decreased from
PRE to T1, B = −9.57, SE = 0.76, p < .0001, then increased
to 100% from T1 to T2, B = 10.64, SE = 0.76, p < .001, where
it remained (see Table 1).

Oral Movements
Jaw Displacement
Mean jaw displacement during oral opening significantly changed over time, F(4, 9.71) = 36.84, p < .001.
Jaw displacement significantly decreased from PRE to T1,
B = −6.07, SE = 0.93, p < .001, and increased from T2 to
T3, B = 6.80, SE = 0.92, p < .001. There were no significant
changes from T1 to T2 or T3 to T4. In comparison to controls, displacement was significantly smaller at T1, F(1, 32) =
32.89, p < .001, but similar at T4 (see Table 1).
Lip Aperture
Mean lip aperture displacement significantly changed
over time, F(4, 12.76) = 90.99, p < .001. Lip aperture

significantly decreased from PRE to T1, B = −18.45, SE =
1.13, p < .001, and increased from T1 to T2, B = 8.60, SE =
1.09, p < .001, and from T2 to T3, B = 7.42, SE = 1.09,
p < .001. Changes from T3 to T4 were not significant.
Lip aperture was smaller than controls at T1, F(4, 12.76) =
34.98, p = .007, but similar at T4 (see Table 1).
Lip Retraction
Mean lip retraction, as measured by lip displacement
in the horizontal plane, significantly changed over time
F(4, 24.74) = 15.58, p < .001. Lip retraction significantly
increased from T1 to T2, B = 3.54, SE = 0.56, p < .001, and
decreased from T2 to T3, B = −2.84 , SE = 0.70 , p = .004.
Changes between other time points were not significant.
Lip retraction was significantly smaller than the controls
at T1, F(1, 2.73) = 40.52, p = .01, and at T4, F(1, 3.89) =
37.01, p = .004 (see Table 1).

Speech Movements
Jaw Displacement
Mean jaw displacement significantly changed over
time for the production of words, F(4, 46) = 52.27, p < .001,
and phrases, F(4, 47) = 145.19, p < .001. Displacement
increased from PRE to T1 (word: B = 4.58, SE = 0.58,
p < .0001; phrase: B = 3.47, SE = 0.39, p < .0001), decreased
from T1 to T2 (word: B = −2.80, SE = 0.53, p < .0001;
phrase: B = −1.88, SE = 0.35, p < .0001), and then increased from T2 to T3 (word: B = 4.20, SE = 0.52, p < .0001;
phrase: B = 4.35, SE = 0.34, p < .0001). Displacement
significantly increased from T3 to T4 in phrases, B = 1.68,
SE = 0.30, p < .001, but not in words. The patient displayed significantly larger jaw displacement compared to
the controls during word production at T1, F(1, 56) = 67.24,
p < .001, and T4 F(1, 56) = 175.16, p < .001, as well as during phrase production at T1 F(1, 50) = 166.38, p < .001, and
at T4, F(1, 50) = 724.38, p < .001 (see Table 1).
Lip Aperture
Mean lip aperture significantly changed over time in
the production of words, F(4, 45) = 23.19, p < .001, and
phrases, F(4, 46) = 92.81, p < .001. During word and phrase
production, there were no significant changes in lip aperture from PRE to T1 or T1 to T2. Lip aperture significantly
increased from T2 to T3 (word: B = 3.65, SE = 0.52, p < .001;
phrase: B = 4.31, SE = 0.40, p < .0001) and from T3 to T4
in phrases only, B = 1.41, SE = 0.35, p = .002. Lip aperture
was significantly smaller at T1 compared to controls for
words, F(1, 56) = 22.73, p < .001, and phrases, F(1, 57) =
22.32, p < .001. At T4, lip aperture was similar to the controls for words but larger than controls in phrases, F(1, 57) =
5.92, p < .018 (see Table 1).
Movement Variability
High STIs indicate greater spatiotemporal variability, and low STIs represent more stability across movement
trajectories. Analyses indicated that STI significantly differed by utterance, F(1, 19) = 107.48, p < .001, but not by
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Table 1. Mean (SD) of the following variables in the patient at pretransplant (PRE) and Time 1 ( T1), Time 2 ( T2), Time 3 ( T3), and Time 4 ( T4)
posttransplant, as compared to the control group: percentage (%) of intelligible words during connected speech; jaw displacement, lip
aperture, and lip retraction during oral movements; and jaw displacement and lip aperture during word and phrase production (kinematic
measurements are in millimeters).
Variable
Connected speech
% Intelligible words
Oral movement
Jaw displacement
Lip aperture
Lip retraction
Word production
Jaw displacement
Lip aperture
Phrase production
Jaw displacement
Lip aperture

PRE

T1

T2

T3

T4

Controls

98.92 (1.86)

89.36 (0.03)

100 (0)

100 (0)

100 (0)

100 (0)

18.15 (1.67)
35.60 (2.84)
3.26 (0.19)

12.00 (1.56)
17.38 (2.32)
4.74 (0.45)

15.35 (1.56)
25.80 (0.65)
8.24 (1.04)

21.97 (0.55)
33.40 (0.35)
5.40 (2.25)

21.84 (0.72)
34.57 (1.02)
3.58 (1.37)

21.51 (1.40)
39.30 (2.00)
26.32 (3.21)

6.16 (0.87)
12.02 (0.55)

10.74 (1.55)
10.34 (1.18)

7.94 (0.94)
9.03 (1.04)

12.14 (0.82)
12.68 (1.37)

13.14 (1.27)
13.40 (1.18)

6.25 (1.60)
12.75 (3.06)

4.52 (0.61)
7.83 (0.91)

7.99 (0.96)
7.60 (0.87)

6.11 (0.64)
7.17 (0.97)

10.46 (0.50)
11.49 (0.67)

12.145 (0.96)
12.90 (1.03)

4.14 (1.02)
10.80 (1.45)

articulator, F(1, 19) = 0.001, p = 0.977. In light of these
results, we collapsed jSTI and laSTI to further explore
changes in STI over time by utterance. This revealed a significant change in STI over time for words, F(4, 116.75) =
29.19, p = .005, but not phrases, F(4, 30.51) = 2.17, p = .21.
During word production, STI decreased from T1 to T2,
B = −8.74, SE = 1.37, p = .007, and then increased from T2
to T3, B = 8.48, SE = 1.37, p = .008. There were no significant changes between other time points. In comparison to
the controls, STIs fell above the 95% confidence interval of
the control group at T1 and T4 for both word and phrase
productions. This illustrated that variability was higher as
compared to the controls, even by the "13th-month postsession (see Figure 2).

Discussion
This case report described changes in speech production and articulator movement in a patient who received
a total facial transplant 14 years after suffering third- and
fourth-degree burns in a fire that resulted in significant soft
tissue loss. The patient’s pretransplant performance (PRE)
was compared over four posttransplant sessions (T1: 4 months,
T2: 7 months, T3: 10 months, and T4: 13 months). Changes
in jaw displacement and lip aperture quantified adjustments
in articulator movement over the time period studied. The results provide a window into the complex recovery process following major facial reconstruction, which is detailed below.
During nonspeech tasks, vertical jaw displacement
and lip aperture decreased at PRE to T1 (4 months post)
and then increased across subsequent posttransplant sessions, plateauing at T3 (10 months post). At this point,
jaw displacement was comparable to performance at pretransplant, as well as to the controls. Reduced movement
excursion following the transplant (T1) was likely related
to considerable postoperative edema. The steady increase
in jaw displacement and lip aperture in sessions following
the 4-month time point (T1) may have resulted from reduced
edema and improved lower lip proprioception (Cobo,
Solé-Magdalena, Menéndez, de Vicente, & Vega, 2017)
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as the surgically reconnected mental nerve healed over
the first 6 months. This is consistent with reported rates
of nerve healing following facial transplantation (Rifkin
et al., 2018) and may have also been impacted by intraoral tissue debridement that was performed at 6 months
posttransplant.
A comparison to the controls during nonspeech tasks
revealed that both jaw displacement and lip aperture were
smaller at PRE and T1 but similar at T4. This illustrates
that articulator movement in the vertical plane was not
only restored by 10 months posttransplant but also comparable to performance by the controls. Of note, the lip
aperture measure did not subtract the jaw from the lower
lip as the intent was to capture the degree of opening between the upper and lower lips. Therefore, the similarities
between jaw displacement and lip aperture suggest that the
jaw drove the changes in intraoral opening and that there
was minimal upper and lower lip contribution. Consistent
with descriptions of jaw dominance during speech (Green
et al., 2000; MacNeilage & Davis, 1990) and nonspeech
(Moore & Ruark, 1996) movements, the jaw appeared to
play a crucial role in facilitating the movement change required to produce the target utterances.
Changes in lip retraction were less prominent, likely
due to the marked restriction in lip movement pretransplant.
Lip retraction significantly increased from T1 (4 months
post) to T2 (7 months post) but then decreased at the following session, T3 (10 months post). Lip retraction at T4 was
comparable to performance at PRE, which was markedly
less than the controls. Although intraoral tissue debulking
performed at 6 months posttransplant may have facilitated
the increase in lip retraction from T1 to T2, lip retraction
decreased in subsequent months and remained greatly reduced in comparison to controls. Thus, facial transplant
resulted in some improvement in lip retraction, which
was not maintained over time. Although the small sample
size hinders the generalizability of the findings, they provide an important foundation from which we can begin to
understand how facial transplant can improve function
preoperatively to postoperatively.
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Figure 2. Mean spatiotemporal index (STI) for jaw and lip aperture during word (a) and phrase (b) production at
pretransplant (PRE) and Time 1 ( T1) to Time 4 ( T4) posttransplant, as compared to the control group (C). The mean
and a 95% confidence interval are displayed for the control group.

In contrast to nonspeech tasks that reflect maximum
performance (e.g., open as wide as possible), changes in
articulatory control were also examined during speech production, which is a dynamic task with greater coarticulatory demands. Jaw displacement and lip aperture were
comparable to the controls pretransplant. Jaw movement
excursion increased from PRE to T1 for words and phrases,
whereas lip aperture did not significantly change over this
time period. Jaw displacement in word and phrase production subsequently decreased from T1 to T2, and lip aperture
continued to be relatively static. Both jaw displacement
and lip aperture significantly increased from T2 to T3 and
were greater than the controls by 13 months post. A comparison between performance at PRE and T4 revealed that
jaw displacement doubled for word production and tripled
for phrase production. Similarly, lip aperture for phrase
production was almost twice as large at T4 than at PRE.
This overshoot in articulator movement reflects hyperarticulation, which has been described as “output-oriented
control,” motivated by the production of a linguistic distinction (Lindblom, 1990). The patient may have hyperarticulated

to ensure that the target was achieved, a pattern that may
have been impacted by cues to overarticulate during speech
treatment. Regardless of this possible influence, such flexibility in the speech motor system to achieve the spatiotemporal goal was only seen by 10 months posttransplant.
Decreased variability is characteristic of motor skill
refinement. Although a steady decrease in variability was
anticipated, fluctuations in variability were seen over time.
STIs significantly decreased from T1 to T2 then increased
from T2 to T3. At first glance, high variability may have
reflected trial and error as the patient adapted to new facial
structures, analogous to the notion of phase shifts in which
there is a series of changes of relative stability and instability
as an individual acquires a skill (Thelen & Smith, 1994).
A closer look, however, revealed that variability changes
mirrored displacement patterns. As movement displacement
decreased, variability decreased (i.e., T1 to T2) whereby
tightened articulatory control may have supported performance since movements were produced within a narrow
range to achieve the target. In contrast, larger displacement in subsequent sessions was accompanied by higher
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variability (i.e., T2 to T3). More flexible control of the articulators may have facilitated increased movement excursion. This may have evolved as the patient adapted to the
transplanted structures. These findings illustrate change
in the stability of the underlying movement pattern over
time and continual neuromuscular integration. In comparison to the controls, however, the patient’s larger and
more variable jaw movements by the final session suggest
that motor programming and execution continued to be
refined at 13 months posttransplant. This notion is consistent with past research that has shown improvements
in acoustic and perceptual speech characteristics, as well
as in lip movement, within a 3-year period posttransplant
(De Letter et al., 2017; Van Lierde et al., 2015) and greater
lip strength in individuals who were 42 months postsurgery
as compared to patients who were 6, 18, and 36 months
postsurgery (Perry et al., 2015). Further research is needed
to explore the extent to which speech motor patterns would
match those of controls over a longer recovery period.
Changes in variability are likely to reflect the process
by which speech motor programs are revised posttransplant
in response to information conveyed through both feedback
and feedforward processes. Following facial transplant,
increased sensorimotor feedback and improved interaction
between motor and sensory pathways are expected over
time. Although sensory function can be fully restored, this
may not occur in cases of soft tissue injury (Siemionow, Gharb,
& Rampazzo, 2011), as in the present work. As a consequence, sensations may not be correctly generated or adequately compared to those predicted, which would impact
the resulting motor adjustment. Therefore, variability may
reflect adaptation to differing types of sensorimotor feedback that becomes available at various points posttransplant
and/or represent the continuum of persistent neuromuscular
reintegration. Additional research is needed to explore
feedback and feedforward processes related to sensorimotor control in facial transplant patients using experimental designs that more clearly tap into these mechanisms
in comparison to healthy controls.
The variability findings reflect the task-specific nature
of speech motor control as significant changes in STI were
observed in words but not in phrases. Thus, the patient
may have had adequate articulatory control to alter articulator movement for a simple single-syllable word but not
for a multiword phrase that has greater coarticulatory
demands. The laSTI results nicely illustrated this point (see
Figure 2). Recall that laSTI reflects a higher order synergy
that reflects coordination between the upper lip, lower lip,
and jaw (Smith & Zelaznik, 2004), which may be more sensitive to the speech motor demands of phrase production
than jSTI, the lower order synergy. The narrow laSTI change
for phrase production over time from PRE to the final posttransplant session suggested that the coordinative system
involving the upper lip, lower lip, and jaw was consistently
unstable (i.e., high STIs). Because significant jaw movement
changes were observed, these laSTI results appeared to reflect prevalent lip movement restrictions. Importantly, the
patient produced highly intelligible speech at T2 (7 months
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posttransplant) even within the context of these articulatory limitations, illustrating the flexibility of the speech
motor system. Future studies should explore how tasks
with varied motor (e.g., coarticulatory) and linguistic demands impact speech motor control longitudinally following recovery from facial transplant in a larger group
of participants.
Lastly, this work has interesting clinical implications.
Instrumental measures can detect changes that are not
perceivable. Although speech intelligibility was excellent
at T2 (7 months postsurgery), the patient continued to
display deviant speech patterns. Therefore, it is possible
that changes in articulator movement at T3 and T4 reflect
refinement of motor control as the recovery process continued. These remarkable changes reflect the multiple processes involved in the reintegration of neuromuscular control
and learning of strategies to adapt to new structures. Adaptability of the system during this time is a positive indicator
that treatment to improve speech production and oral motor
skill can be effective post–facial transplant surgery. Although
there is some evidence to support this claim (Perry et al.,
2017), further research is needed to determine the skills that
may be more amenable to change and whether there is an
optimal window during which intervention should occur.
Such work should also carefully examine how sensorimotor
control is impacted by factors, such as deconditioning and
fatigue, associated with long periods of critical care and
protracted recovery following certain traumas.

Conclusions
This work quantified changes in speech production
and articulatory control in a single case pre– and post–
facial transplant. Articulator movement changes were
greater in the vertical than horizontal plane, which were
related to the patient’s lip movement restrictions pretransplant. Movement variability fluctuated and was greater
than controls at 13 months posttransplant session. Taken
together, these changes reflect the adaptability of the speech
motor system.
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Characterizing Articulation in Apraxic Speech
Using Real-Time Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Christina Hagedorn,a Michael Proctor,b Louis Goldstein,a Stephen M. Wilson,c Bruce Miller,d
Maria Luisa Gorno-Tempini,d and Shrikanth S. Narayanana

Purpose: Real-time magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and accompanying analytical methods are shown to
capture and quantify salient aspects of apraxic speech,
substantiating and expanding upon evidence provided
by clinical observation and acoustic and kinematic data.
Analysis of apraxic speech errors within a dynamic
systems framework is provided and the nature of
pathomechanisms of apraxic speech discussed.
Method: One adult male speaker with apraxia of speech was
imaged using real-time MRI while producing spontaneous
speech, repeated naming tasks, and self-paced repetition of
word pairs designed to elicit speech errors. Articulatory data
were analyzed, and speech errors were detected using time
series reflecting articulatory activity in regions of interest.

Results: Real-time MRI captured two types of apraxic
gestural intrusion errors in a word pair repetition task.
Gestural intrusion errors in nonrepetitive speech, multiple
silent initiation gestures at the onset of speech, and covert
(unphonated) articulation of entire monosyllabic words were
also captured.
Conclusion: Real-time MRI and accompanying analytical
methods capture and quantify many features of apraxic
speech that have been previously observed using other
modalities while offering high spatial resolution. This
patient’s apraxia of speech affected the ability to select
only the appropriate vocal tract gestures for a target
utterance, suppressing others, and to coordinate them in
time.

A

patients is still unknown (Ziegler et al., 2012). In general,
however, it is agreed that AOS involves failure at a high organizational level of speech: the point at which well-formed
phonological representations trigger a sequence of contextually appropriate movements. Some propose that AOS may
have its basis in the loss of procedural “memories” of the
articulatory movements corresponding with specific gestures
or gestural constellations (clusters or syllables; Aichert &
Ziegler, 2004; Ziegler, 2008, 2010).
Apraxic speech articulation and articulatory coordination have long been areas of interest among researchers
and have been investigated kinematically (Bartle-Meyer,
Goozée, Murdoch, & Green, 2009; Itoh, Sasanuma, &
Ushijima, 1979) and using electropalatography (EPG; BartleMeyer, Murdoch, & Goozée, 2009; Hardcastle, Gibbon, &
Jones, 1991; Howard & Varley, 1995). Although these
modalities provide useful information about articulatory
movement and contact patterns in apraxic speech, they
are invasive by nature and do not provide the researcher
with a dynamic view of the entire vocal tract during speech.
In this pilot study, we use real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) and an analytical method of estimating constriction kinematics based on pixel intensity to
investigate aspects of the speech of an apraxic patient that
hold both theoretical and clinical importance. Our broad

praxia of speech (AOS) is a speech motor disorder typically characterized by the presence of distortions and distorted substitutions, articulatory
groping and attempts to repair errors, disproportionate
difficulty with multisyllabic words and consonant clusters,
and prosodic abnormalities, such as reduced rate, increased
segment durations, and increased intersegment durations
(Duffy, 2013; Ogar, Slama, Dronkers, Amici, & GornoTempini, 2005). AOS is classically defined as a disorder
affecting the selection, programming, and execution of speech
motor commands specified in a target sequence (Wertz,
La Pointe, & Rosenbek, 1984; Ziegler, Aichert, & Staiger,
2012). Although AOS is generally associated with dominant
hemisphere pathology, the neural substrates of AOS have
yet to be unequivocally identified, and the precise stage at
which the speech motor system breaks down in apraxic
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aims are to utilize rtMRI to shed light on aspects of apraxic
speech articulation and to identify and further characterize
attributes of apraxic speech that have been previously observed
clinically and through analysis of both acoustic and kinematic data. Given that rtMRI provides a complete view of
the vocal tract over time, specific attention will be devoted to
identifying and investigating the nature of erroneous “double
articulations” previously observed using articulometry and
EPG data (Bartle-Meyer, Goozée, et al., 2009; Hardcastle,
1985, 1987). Characterizing apraxic speech using articulometry, in conjunction with acoustic measures, is particularly
valuable given that different patterns of articulatory miscoordination can lead to a single acoustic percept (Byrd & Harris,
2007; Pouplier & Hardcastle, 2005) and that a speaker’s subphonemic articulatory errors can give rise to a listener’s perception of unintended phonemes (Buckingham & Yule, 1987).
To be specific, we investigate (a) gestural coordination
in speech errors made by a patient with AOS as compared
with typical speakers and (b) covert (silent) articulation in
both repetitive and nonrepetitive speech of the apraxic individual that could possibly, under acoustic analysis alone, go
unnoticed or be misinterpreted as simple substitution or deletion errors. Errors made in word pair repetition tasks can provide useful insights into a speaker’s ability to coordinate vocal
tract gestures appropriately in order to produce linguistically
meaningful segments. By observing coordination (and discoordination) patterns in apraxic speech during simple word
pair repetition, we are able to probe, given tightly controlled
variables (regularly alternating gestural targets), (a) the variability exhibited by apraxic speech and (b) the level(s) at
which the system breakdown is likely to occur in AOS. Production of word pairs, such as top cop, requires articulatory
gestures to be frequency locked in a 1:2 ratio; the tongue gestures associated with /t/ production occur only once for every
two instances of the lip gesture associated with /p/ (and similarly for the tongue gestures associated with the /k/). When
typical speakers are given the task of repeating these word
sequences at a slow rate, they typically are successful in
maintaining the appropriate 1:2 frequency-locking ratio between the tongue and lip gestures. As speech rate increases,
however, typical speakers tend begin to produce “gestural
intrusions,” coproducing intended onset /t/ gestures with intrusive /k/ gestures and conversely. This can be understood
as the system slipping into the intrinsically more simple, stable frequency-locking pattern of 1:1 such that each of the /t/
and /k/ gestures occur once for every coda /p/ gesture produced (Goldstein, Pouplier, Chen, Saltzman, & Byrd, 2007;
Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Prior studies using EPG provide
indirect evidence that the frequency of these gestural intrusion errors or “misdirected articulatory gestures” is higher
in apraxic speech than in typical speech (Edwards & Miller,
1989; Pouplier & Hardcastle, 2005; Sugishita et al., 1987;
Washino, Kasai, Uchida, & Takeda, 1981).
Real-time MRI is an ideal modality with which to
investigate apraxic speech as it is minimally invasive to the
subject and allows for unobstructed viewing of articulatory
activity in all parts of the vocal tract over time. Real-time
MRI (Bresch, Kim, Nayak, Byrd, & Narayanan, 2008;
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Narayanan, Nayak, Lee, Sethy, & Byrd, 2004) is a type of
structural imaging specifically designed to reveal the state
of the speech articulators at 45-ms intervals (it should not
be confused with functional magnetic resonance imaging
[fMRI], which examines blood flow in the brain). Because of
this, rtMRI aids in the identification and quantification of
silent or otherwise hidden speech gestures that may not be
detected in the acoustic speech signal that is traditionally used
to transcribe disordered speech (Fromkin, 1973). Although
other methods of articulometry—for example, electromagnetic articulography (Perkell et al., 1992) or X-ray microbeam (Westbury, Turner, & Dembowski, 1994)—offer high
temporal and spatial resolution, they provide information
about specific flesh points and may not capture aspects of
natural articulation as the receiver coils are known to cause
interference with patients’ speech (Katz, Bharadwaj, &
Stettler, 2006), which could be expected to have even more
serious consequences for an already compromised speaker.

Method
Participant
The participant was a 58-year-old, right-handed
gentleman diagnosed with the nonfluent variant of primary
progressive aphasia. His first symptoms were sound distortions, phonemic errors, and agrammatism.
In April 2007, at the age of 57, he was diagnosed
at the University of California, San Francisco, Memory
and Aging Center with the nonfluent variant of primary
progressive aphasia, which is defined by the presence of
agrammatism and/or AOS (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011).
Although very early in the course of his disease, he showed
clear evidence of both agrammatism and AOS (see Table 1).
His AOS was rated mild (2 on a 7-point scale), and his
Table 1. Speech, language, and cognitive progression of the patient.

Symptom
Apraxia of speech (MSE, 7)
Dysarthria (MSE, 7)
Fluency (WAB, 10)
Naming (BNT, 15)
Single word comprehension
(WAB, 60)
Repetition (WAB, 80)
Expressive morphosyntax (28)
Receptive morphosyntax (55)
Mini Mental Status Exam (30)
CDR
CDR sum of box scores

April
2007

May
2008

Feb.
2010

2
0
9
14
60

3
0
5
13
59

4.
3.
4.
8.
54.

64
17
45
27
0.5
2

70
7
39
26
1
4.5

63.
1.
33.
23.
1.
4.5

Note. The expressive morphosyntax test was from Goodglass,
Gleason, Bernholtz, and Hyde (1972), and the receptive morphosyntax
items comprised 11 subtests of the Curtiss-Yamada Comprehensive
Language Evaluation (Dronkers, Wilkins, Van Valin, Redfern, & Jaeger,
2004). MSE = motor speech evaluation (Wertz et al., 1984); WAB =
Western Aphasia Battery (Kertesz, 1982); BNT = Boston Naming Test
(Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983); CDR = clinical dementia
rating (Morris, 1993).
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aphasia was also mild, with deficits largely restricted to
expressive and receptive morphosyntax and impaired repetition (reduced verbal working memory span).
The speech imaging study was carried out in May 2008.
At this second time point, the patient’s speech and language
had declined markedly (see Table 1), and his AOS was now
rated mild–moderate (3 on a 7-point scale). His aphasia
remained largely restricted to morphosyntax and repetition.
A structural brain MRI revealed moderate left-lateralized
atrophy (see Figure 1).
A third and final speech and language evaluation
was carried out in February 2010, when the participant
was 59 years old. Further declines were apparent, and his
AOS was now rated moderate (4 on a 7-point scale). His
AOS was now accompanied by mild–moderate dysarthria.
His aphasia had become more marked, with further
declines in morphosyntax as well as production and comprehension of single words.
The participant continued to decline and died in
August 2013. An autopsy was carried out. The primary
neuropathological diagnosis was corticobasal degeneration
with tau-immunoreactive inclusions. The cortical region
with the most marked neuronal loss was the left inferior
frontal gyrus (pars opercularis). There was also bilateral
hippocampal sclerosis, with marked neuron loss in all hippocampal subfields and adjacent entorhinal cortex.
All data presented and analyzed in this study were
acquired at the second time point (see Table 1), before the
onset of dysarthria, when the participant presented with
mild–moderate AOS. The participant gave informed written
consent, and the study was approved by the institutional
review boards at the University of California, San Francisco,
and the University of Southern California.

Procedure
Dynamic imaging of the participant’s speech production was acquired using a custom rtMRI protocol (Bresch

et al., 2008; Narayanan et al., 2004). The subject lay supine
in the scanner and was able to communicate with experimenters through an intercom system for the duration of the
experiment. While lying in the scanner bore, the subject was
recorded while producing a diverse corpus of spontaneous
speech and three different experiments: (a) isolated word
naming, organized in repeated blocks of words; (b) repetition of short phrases; and (c) a self-paced word pair repetition task (see Appendixes A–B).

Stimuli
The subject produced spontaneous speech in response
to questions on general topics of interest. He was then
prompted to repeat a series of short phrases (see Appendix A)
and single words, presented orally by the experimenter,
10 times in random order. The words were two-syllable and
four-syllable words, which were chosen to contain a wide
variety of consonants and vowels (see Appendix B). Moreover, many of the words were selected because they have
properties known to be challenging for individuals with
AOS—that is, consonant clusters and travel between different places of articulation.
In the final task in this study, the subject was asked
to repeat the sequence cop top at his highest rate possible
and for the longest duration possible without the aid of a
metronome over two separate trials. This sequence has been
used in several studies (Goldstein et al., 2007; Pouplier &
Goldstein, 2010) to elicit speech errors in typical speakers,
and an expected rate of gestural intrusion error is known.

Data Acquisition
Image data were acquired on a 1.5T GE Signa scanner, using a 13-interleaf spiral gradient echo pulse sequence
(TR = 6.5 ms, FOV = 200 × 200 mm, flip angle = 15°)
and a head and neck receiver coil. A midsagittal scan plane
(3 mm slice thickness) was used; image resolution in the

Figure 1. Structural brain magnetic resonance imaging showing left-lateralized atrophy in study participant. Left panel: midsagittal plane.
Center: coronal plane (left hemisphere to left of image). Right: axial plane (left hemisphere to left of image).
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sagittal plane was 68 × 68 pixels (2.9 × 2.9 mm). New
image data were acquired at a rate of 11.2 frames per second
and reconstructed at 22.41 frames per second using a sliding
window technique. Audio was recorded inside the scanner
at 20 kHz simultaneously with the MRI acquisition and
subsequently noise reduced (Bresch, Nielsen, Nayak, &
Narayanan, 2006). The resulting video and audio recordings
allow for dynamic visualization of the entire midsagittal
plane of the subject’s vocal tract during speech.

Articulatory Analysis
The audio and MRI video recordings along with the
MRI frame sequences corresponding to each task in the
experimental corpus were carefully examined. Recordings
were inspected and audited to locate all instances of dysfluencies in production, prosodic abnormalities, and speech
errors. For each utterance in each task, articulatory coordination among gestures of the lips, tongue tip, and tongue
body was examined in the temporal vicinity of the target
item. Articulatory activity in each region of interest was
tracked over the duration of the utterance and compared
to fluent speaker productions of the same utterance when
possible.
Articulatory analysis was conducted using a temporal
analysis method specifically designed to track the formation
and release of constrictions in targeted regions of the vocal
tract (labial, alveolar, velar; see Figure 2). Pixel intensity
time functions estimating constriction formation and release
were automatically generated by calculating the mean intensity of pixels within each region. A pixel within each
region was manually chosen, and pixels falling within a radius
of three pixels of the chosen pixels were included. This
method of estimating articulatory activity in a specified
region of interest has been found to provide a robust estimate
of constriction degree in noisy data (Lammert, Proctor, &
Narayanan, 2010). This technique requires less manual
correction and is more computationally efficient than other
techniques relying on segmentation of articulators along
air–tissue boundaries. Furthermore, this method has been
Figure 2. Mean midsagittal magnetic resonance imaging slice
showing vocal tract regions (labial, alveolar, velar) within which
articulatory activity is estimated from correlated pixel intensity
(details in Lammert et al., 2010).
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shown to generate articulatory traces that are directly
comparable to those obtained in electromagnetic articulatograph studies (Proctor et al., 2011) and therefore facilitates
comparison of patterns of apraxic gestural coordination
with those previously reported for fluent speech.

Error Analysis and Quantification
In addition to constriction tracking, all acoustic and
articulatory data from the self-paced word pair repetition
task were analyzed quantitatively (see below) and compared with data from typical speakers performing the same
tasks reported in past studies (Goldstein et al., 2007). Incidence of speech errors made by the apraxic patient was
calculated as the ratio of onsets containing a gesture deletion or intrusion error (error identification method below)
to the total number of onsets.
Nontarget gestures in the word pair repetition task
were classified as speech errors if the error threshold in the
pixel intensity function was exceeded. The error threshold
for a given intensity function (i.e., region of interest) was
defined as the average of the interquartile means during
(a) target gestures with a constriction in that region of interest (e.g., alveolar region intensity during /t/) and (b) target
gestures with a constriction distal to that region of interest
(e.g., alveolar region intensity during /k/). Interquartile
means were used in order to lessen the influence of potential
speech errors on the error threshold itself. See Pouplier (2008)
for further description of the method.

Results
Gestural Intrusions in Repeated Word Pairs
Auditory observation of the acoustic records of the
two repeated word pair trials reveals a subtle, although distinctive, difference between the two; the second contains
substantially more auditorily perceptible errors than the first.
No difference in speech error rate between the apraxic patient
and a typical speaker is perceptible for the first repeated
word pair trial. However, upon examining the articulatory
data, it is clear that this is not the case. Despite the lack of
perceptible speech errors in the acoustic signal, constriction
activity was observed in regions of the vocal tract where they
are not expected given the phonological structures of the
target word pairs. Time functions estimated using mean
pixel intensity in the labial, alveolar, and velar regions of
interest reveal that gestural intrusions were made frequently
by the apraxic patient. (Figure 3 shows three such intrusions
in red arrows in the first fifth of the first trial; see online
Supplemental Material S6.)
When comparing the apraxic patient’s gestural intrusions in the word pair repetition task to those reported in
published speech error studies on typical subjects performing the same linguistic task (Goldstein et al., 2007), we find
that even though the apraxic patient performed the task at
a much slower rate than the typical population (76 bpm
increasing to 120 bpm), he produced intrusions far more
frequently than typical subjects (approximately 61% of all
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Figure 3. Top: Acoustic waveform and time-aligned estimated constriction functions (labial, alveolar, velar) in /tɒp–kɒp/ repetition task. Bottom:
magnetic resonance imaging frames showing articulatory postures for target /t/, target /k/, and first intrusion error (coproduced /t/ + /k/).

onsets for the apraxic patient vs. approximately 15%–20%
for typical subjects; n = 7). The apraxic patient produced
more intrusions than typical subjects even in the trial in
which the apraxic speaker made the fewest number of errors,
and the typical speakers, even at the highest rate (120 bpm),
made fewer errors than the apraxic speaker, whose repetitions were self-paced.
Visual inspection of the MRI frames in the vicinity
of the errors, identified by the pixel intensity time functions,
confirmed what is shown in the time functions, namely that
they are not simply substitution errors whereby an erroneous
gesture replaced the target gesture. Instead, the errors at
hand are gestural intrusion errors whereby the erroneous
gesture (red arrow) was produced synchronously with the
target gesture. Further, we observe that in most cases of
gestural intrusion errors, neither the target gesture nor the
intrusive gesture appears to be reduced in amplitude.

Articulatory Coordination in Repeated Word Pair Trials
Articulatory data in Figure 3 reveal that during the
first word pair repetition trial, the speaker produced alternating tongue tip (/t/) and tongue dorsum (/k/) gestures
before coda /p/. In some instances, gestural intrusion errors
occurred whereby the onset gestures for /t/ and /k/ were
coarticulated (red arrows).
In the first half of the second word pair repetition
trial, the speaker’s deviation from the target sequence was
clearly audible; no regular alternations between the target
onset gestures for /t/ and /k/ were produced (see Figure 4).
Instead, tongue tip (/t/) and labial (/p/) gestures were generally produced synchronously, and the dorsal gesture for /k/
was rarely produced when expected. In this trial, the type
of errors made differed from those made by typical speakers;
the target onset /t/ and target coda /p/ were produced
synchronously. In sum, on the first repetition of the word
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Figure 4. Acoustic waveform (top) and time-aligned estimated constriction functions (labial, alveolar, velar) in second /tɒp–kɒp/ repetition trial.
Labial and tongue tip gestures coordinated in phase (synchronously; arrows). Dorsal gestures are missing at expected times.

pair sequence (Figure 3), the apraxic speaker made the
same types of errors that typical speakers make, although
at a higher rate. In the second repetition (Figure 4), the
apraxic speaker made errors not made by typical speakers.
Hidden Intrusion Errors in Nonrepeated Speech
Articulatory data from nonrepetitive apraxic speech
reveal that the occurrence of silent gestural intrusion errors
is not limited to the context of repetitive speech tasks; these
errors were frequently present in speech produced during a
repetition task. Figure 5 (bottom panel) illustrates articulatory activity during production of the phrase “I can type
‘bow know’ five times.” Articulation of the same utterance
by a typical 25-year-old male speaker of American English
is provided for comparison (top panel). Constriction time
course functions for both speakers were generated using the
same method from regions of interest centered at equivalent
locations in each speaker’s vocal tract.
As expected, the apraxic utterance is slower (5.45 s)
than the fluent equivalent (1.63 s) in this case by a factor
of three. Comparison of typical and apraxic productions of
this utterance reveal that the fluent speech is characterized
by smoother formation and release of target gestures, and
the constriction functions for the apraxic speech reveal partial gestural intrusions and separation of adjacent labial
gestures that would typically be coarticulated. A full tongue
tip intrusion error can be observed during the labial closure
for the initial /b/ of bow.
In addition, we find that the apraxic patient produced gestural intrusion errors while attempting to articulate
individual words during a repetition task. Acoustic analysis
of one of the subject’s responses to the stimulus item federation suggests a form that might be represented in close
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transcription as [ɹɛdəɹeɪʃən] (see online Supplemental
Material S4). Analysis of the MRI frames acquired during
the production of this utterance shows that the initial acoustic
segment (transcribed as /ɹ/) is not caused by simple “anticipatory substitution” whereby the gestures for the wordmedial /ɹ/ replaced those required for the target /f/. Instead,
the initial labial gesture of target /f/ and an (erroneous)
anticipatory lingual intrusion gesture for /ɹ/ are observed
to be synchronously produced. It is important to note that
contrast against the wider and less protruded labial posture during the production of intervocalic /ɹ/ in ceremony
(Figure 6, far-right frame) suggests that the labial constriction in Token 2 pertains solely to the /f/ target constriction.
MRI frames acquired during target and errorful productions
of the initial portion of the word federation (see online
Supplemental Material S5) as well as during intervocalic /ɹ/
are contrasted in Figure 6.
As illustrated in Figures 5 (see online Supplemental
Material S2) and 6, rtMRI is particularly useful in capturing
dynamic images of gestural intrusion errors or “double
articulations” that skilled clinicians have long observed
in apraxic speech and that have been previously evidenced
in flesh point and EPG data (Bartle-Meyer, Goozée, et al.,
2009; Hardcastle, 1985, 1987).
Multiple Initiation Gestures in Imitated Speech
The pixel intensity time functions (see Figure 7) reveal
that a single, silent tongue tip gesture (arrow) surfaces preceding full (and audible) production of the coronal-initial
word know [no] in the utterance “I can type ‘bone know’
five times.” Evidence for unphonated gestural attempts
or rehearsals is also illustrated in Figure 8, in which three
silent tongue tip gestures are observed in the interval before
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Figure 5. Acoustic waveforms and time-aligned labial, alveolar, velar constriction functions for fluent (top) and apraxic (bottom) utterances,
“(I ) can type ‘bow know’ five times.” Top: Fluent utterance (25-year-old typical American male) showing high degree of gestural overlap, smooth
gestural transitions, and shorter overall duration. Bottom: Constriction functions reveal unphonated tongue tip intrusion (arrow) during labial
closure for /b/ in apraxic utterance.
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Figure 6. Two productions by apraxic subject of initial fricative in federation. Left: Target production. Right: Labial constriction coproduced
with intrusive lingual gesture corresponding to tongue posture observed during /ɹ/ production later in same word. Labiodental frication is not
discernible in acoustic signal of Token 2.

the vocalized production of the coronal stop /t/ that initiates
successful production of the complete word temperatures.
Multiple Initiation Gestures in Spontaneous Speech
Consistent with previous observations of “silent
groping” and “false starts” (Duffy, 2013; Ogar et al., 2005),
the data at hand (see Figures 7 [see online Supplemental

Material S1] and 8) reveal that multiple initiation gestures
are frequently made in the apraxic patient’s speech. Further,
we find that multiple initiation gestures were produced in
both spontaneous speech and in speech produced during
the repetition task (imitated speech). The segments produced word-initially by the apraxic patient in spontaneous
speech that exhibited multiple initiations included /t/, /d/,

Figure 7. Covert tongue tip gesture during first (silent) attempt at producing coronal-initial word know in the utterance, “I can type ‘bone
know’ five times.”
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Figure 8. Three silent tongue tip gestures preceding successful (vocalized) production of coronal-initial word temperatures.

/g/, /dʒ/, /w/, /f/, /s/, /m/, and /l/. Tokens produced with
multiple initiation gestures are defined as those in which
a visible articulatory gesture occurs at least once before
complete production of the word.
Table 2 illustrates the segments for which multiple
initiation gestures were produced, along with their prevalence
across all tokens beginning with the given segment (e.g., the
ratio of /w/ productions involving multiple initiations to the
total number of /w/ productions). It is noteworthy that all
of the segments except /d/ and /g/ that caused difficulty for
the apraxic patient require coordination of more than one
vocal tract gesture (e.g., /w/ requires lingual and labial gestures; /t/ requires glottal and tongue tip gestures), and in many
cases, more than one supralaryngeal gesture is required.
Table 2. Prevalence of segments requiring multiple initiation
gestures.
Segment
/w/
/dʒ/
/d/
/f/
/s/
/l/
/g/
/t/
/m/

Prevalence

n

100%
50%
50%
40%
37.5%
33%
25%
25%
16.6%

3
2
2
5
8
6
4
4
6

Hidden Articulation in Imitated Speech
It is interesting that we observe, in multiple instances,
that the patient fully produced all appropriate supralaryngeal
consonantal gestures for monosyllabic words but failed to
produce them with phonation. Articulatory organization
during the execution of the target sentence “I can type ‘bow
know’ five times” (produced “I can type know ‘know [stumbles] bow know’ five times”) is illustrated in Figure 9 (see
online Supplemental Material S3), in which the constituent
lingual and labial gestures corresponding to the consonants
in type and know can be clearly identified although, as
evidenced by the acoustic waveform, produced silently.

Discussion
A major contribution of the present work is to demonstrate that rtMRI is capable of detecting and quantifying
characteristics of apraxic speech that have been previously
observed clinically and through analysis of both acoustic
and kinematic data. Using the rich, dynamic data provided
by rtMRI, we come to a fuller understanding of the pathomechanisms underlying AOS. A key contribution of this
study is to demonstrate that although intrusive articulations
appear to occur at a much higher rate in apraxic speech
throughout a larger range of speech conditions, the intrusive
gestures produced by the apraxic speaker demonstrate variable coordination patterns, some of which are timed in
the same ways that have previously been reported for
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Figure 9. Silent production (see attenuated acoustic signal [top], red text [bottom]) of entire sequence type know (/taɪp noʊ/ ) in utterance “I can
(type know) know. . .”

typical populations producing some of the same tasks under
duress (see Figure 3), and others are timed in ways that are
not observed in typical speakers (see Figure 4). It is most
important to note that the speech errors detected in the
apraxic speech overwhelmingly demonstrate an in-phase
(synchronous) relationship with the target gestures with
which they are coproduced.
The data presented here reveal that the subject’s
speech was produced with many unexpected partial and
complete gestural intrusions. The details of much of this
atypical articulatory activity would not necessarily always
be apparent to a listener or clinician because the impact on
the acoustic speech signal falls within the range of allophonic
variation for the same segments produced in other phonological environments even in typical speakers’ English.
Because phonological perception is categorical by nature,
auditors (except those carefully trained) are predisposed
to ignore many of the underlying articulatory subsegmental
variations that appear to be pervasive in apraxic speech,
and even if they are noticeable, their frequency and magnitude may be difficult to quantify. A major contribution of
the approach to studying disordered speech that we present
here is that it provides a method of overcoming this limitation on quantification.
Despite auditorily perceptible differences in the acoustics of typical speech and apraxic spontaneous speech and
repeated speech, results of the self-paced word pair repetition task suggest that the auditorily perceptible error rate
in the apraxic speaker’s first word pair repetition trial (see
Figure 3) might be similar to that produced by a typical
speaker. Upon investigation of the rtMRI data, however,
we find that there are considerable differences in the articulation patterns of each and also considerable variability in the
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patterns produced by the apraxic speaker. The results of the
repeated word pair task illustrate two hallmarks of AOS:
token-to-token variability and the tendency to produce
articulatory gestures synchronously. In the first trial, the
apraxic speaker erred at a high rate and produced both
targeted and erroneous patterns of gestural coordination
that typical speakers do. In the second trial, erroneous patterns of gestural coordination were made that are certainly
deemed (audibly) atypical and that are not observed in typical speech. Despite the two error patterns observed differing
in their articulatory components (i.e., one consisting of synchronous production of target/nontarget onsets and the other
consisting of synchronous production of target onsets and codas), they both illustrate the apraxic speaker’s tendency to
synchronize articulatory movements as described below.
When considering the tendency toward entrainment
that is revealed in the data described in this study, it is
important to make the distinction between phase locking
and frequency locking. Frequency locking determines the
ratio of two oscillators’ respective frequencies and specifies
the relative number of times that each is executed per unit
time. One-to-one frequency locking occurs when the oscillators corresponding to two articulatory gestures oscillate at
the same frequency, causing each gesture to be executed the
same number of times per unit time (and possibly, although
not necessarily, synchronously). Phase locking, on the
other hand, dictates whether the coupled gestures are executed
synchronously or sequentially. In-phase (0°) coupling will
cause the gestures to be executed simultaneously, and antiphase (180°) coupling will cause the gestures to be executed
sequentially (Nam, Saltzman, & Goldstein, 2009). Although
these two higher level modes of coordination (in phase
and antiphase) may account for all patterns of articulatory
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coordination, cross-linguistically, there are unquestionably
subtle differences between languages with respect to gestural
timing within these two categories (e.g., fine differences in
the timing of glottal and supraglottal gestures that are nonetheless coupled in phase, giving rise to differences in voice onset time in English and Spanish /t/). Thus, it is the case that
“synchrony” and “sequentiality,” in this framework, do not
imply precise absolute timing but rather are high-level categorizations of in-phase and antiphase coordination patterns. It
is possible that in apraxic speech, disruption of both higher
level and lower level gestural coordination occurs: at the
higher level resulting in full intrusion errors and at the lower
level resulting in artifacts, such as atypical voice onset times.
The data provided by this study reveal that the
apraxic speaker erroneously slipped into more intrinsically
simple, stable modes of articulatory coupling—namely,
1:1 frequency locking and in-phase (0°) coupling—when
attempting to produce the target forms that require more
complex modes of coupling (1:2 frequency locking and
antiphase [180°] coupling), causing an increased number
of covert (silent) gestural intrusion errors to surface compared with typical speakers. The presence of frequent, full
gestural intrusion errors during the first trial of the word
pair repetition task demonstrates that the apraxic speaker
erroneously used the more simple, stable 1:1 frequencylocking mode of coordination whereby one coronal gesture
/t/ was produced for each labial gesture /p/ in place of the
target, which requires two repetitions of the labial gesture /p/ for every one repetition of coronal /t/ or dorsal /k/
(1:2 frequency-locking mode).
The tendency toward in-phase articulatory coupling,
on the other hand, is illustrated during the second word
pair repetition trial, during which no alternation occurs.
Instead, coronal /t/ and labial /p/ gestures exhibited phase
locking, being produced in phase, and dorsal /k/ sometimes
exhibited phase locking with those labial and coronal gestures, being produced synchronously with them as well.
In a similar manner, phase locking was illustrated in the
apraxic speaker’s production of nonrepeating single words.
For example, for the target word federation, the apraxic
speaker produced a gestural intrusion error during the initial /f/, such that both target /f/ and /ɹ/, targeted to come
later in the word, were produced simultaneously. The
coproduction of /f/ and /ɹ/ involves executing the gestures
in phase, one being produced at 0° with respect to the
other. In sum, the apraxic speaker displayed a tendency
for multiple gestures to be produced synchronously through
phase locking and/or frequency locking.
The silent intrusion errors that surface in both repeated
and nonrepeated apraxic speech are particularly interesting
when considered along with results of past EPG studies that
seem to suggest that apraxic speakers experience difficulty
suppressing lingual activity, thus giving rise to errors involving substitution of /t/ and /tʃ/ for other sounds (Sugishita
et al., 1987). These data, combined with our findings using
rtMRI, raise the question of whether the observed “substitution” errors may, in fact, be gestural intrusion errors
involving coproduction of a tongue tip gesture and another

gesture not able to be captured using EPG (e.g., a labial or
dorsal gesture). If this is the case, it is likely that the patients’
deficit lies in correctly selecting and suppressing speech gestures and controlling the modes of coordination utilized.
That is, a key part of the patient’s struggle lies in resisting the
tendency for all articulators to entrain and move in synchronous coordination (Pouplier & Hardcastle, 2005). If it is true
that AOS involves a stronger tendency for all articulators
to entrain, it would be expected that (a) at any given time
during speech production, more moving parts of the vocal
tract are measurably observed than necessary for the articulatory task at hand, and as a result, (b) tangential velocities
of diverse articulator flesh points or velocities of constriction degree change in diverse regions (as estimated by rtMRI
region of interest intensities) would correlate more strongly
in apraxic speech than in typical speech. By determining
how constriction changes in multiple regions of the vocal
tract (including the velic and pharyngeal regions) covaried
in apraxic and typical speech, rtMRI can be used to substantiate the notion that a key pathomechanism of AOS
involves decreased functional independence of articulators,
which has been proposed for adults on the basis of kinematic
data (Bartle-Meyer, Goozée, et al., 2009) and for children
(Cheng, Murdoch, Goozée, & Scott, 2007; Gibbon, 1999;
Green, Moore, Higashikawa, & Steeve, 2000). This method
may be used to differentiate or draw similarities among
acquired AOS, childhood AOS, and typical speech.
In both repetitive and nonrepetitive speech, the
apraxic speaker produced multiple repetitions of the same
token with a great degree of variability. In nonrepetitive
speech, the apraxic patient produced the word federation
according to target on one repetition and erroneously (with
a word-initial intrusion error) on the next. In the word
pair repetition task, the specific errors made by the apraxic
speaker differ from trial to trial. This is consistent with
past work observing that speech errors of apraxic patients
are inconsistently distributed, with a speaker making errors
on one instantiation of the utterance, then successfully producing it according to target on the next (Staiger, FingerBerg, Aichert, & Ziegler, 2012; Wertz et al., 1984). What
is consistent, however, is that regardless of how the tokens
deviating from the target are produced, the preference for
the stable modes of in-phase and 1:1 coordination among
vocal tract gestures is exhibited. The token-to-token variability exhibited by our patient is consistent with results of
past studies describing variability in articulator kinematics
(Itoh et al., 1979) and timing relationships among articulators (Itoh, Sasanuma, Hirose, Yoshioka, & Ushijima,
1980) as well as variability in linguo-palatal contact patterns
(Hardcastle, 1987) and in abductory and adductory laryngeal gestures (Hoole, Schroter-Morasch, & Ziegler, 1997).
As to the mechanism underlying AOS, our results are consistent with the hypothesis that the syndrome affects the formation of “molecular units” consisting of temporally and
spatially coordinated articulatory gestures (Browman &
Goldstein, 1992; Staiger et al., 2012). Impeded coordination
of discrete articulatory gestures in a target sequence can
account for the speech irregularities typically exhibited in
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apraxic speech, including perceived deletion errors, distortion
errors, and insertion errors. Further, although we did not attempt to classify gestural intrusion errors in terms of their
magnitude, informally they appear to be gradient in nature—
not always produced with the magnitude of intended vocal
tract gestures (see Figure 5; Frisch & Wright, 2002; Goldrick
& Blumstein, 2006; Goldstein et al., 2007; Laver, 1979).
Due to the gradient nature of these errors, their aerodynamic
consequences may or not be acoustically perceptible, thus further giving rise to the percept of token-to-token variability.
Consistent with previous observations of “silent groping” and “false starts” (Duffy, 2013; Ogar et al., 2005),
our study reveals that multiple initiation gestures are sometimes present during periods of acoustic silence. That these
initiation gestures are produced without phonation and
that covert articulation of entire words is also found can be
explained in two ways. It is possible that these covert (silent)
gestures are true initiation attempts for which the patient is
unable to initiate laryngeal activity when appropriate. As an
alternative, it may be that these gestures serve as articulatory
rehearsals of the target words. It is possible that the motor
programs or executions for these segments take longer to
access or plan, and explicit articulatory rehearsal is beneficial.
It is, perhaps, less likely that the multiple preutterance initiation gestures exhibited are true articulation attempts (i.e., that
the heavy accessing/planning load would lead to misselection
of the required gestures causing supralaryngeal gestures to
be produced in the absence of laryngeal activity) given that
synchronous laryngeal–articulatory (supralaryngeal) coupling
is formed with particularly strong intergestural cohesion. In
visually inspecting all frames in the vicinity of multiple initiation gestures, we observe that velum behavior during multiple initiation gestures is generally congruent with velum
posture in the target segment—that is, multiple initiation gestures of the tongue tip preceding /n/ are produced with a lowered velum, whereas multiple initiation gestures of the tongue
tip preceding oral stops are produced with a raised velum.
This serves as preliminary evidence that multiple initiation
gestures do not involve miscoordination of supralaryngeal
gestures. Nonetheless, in the absence of oral airflow data
or data on laryngeal activity, it is possible only to speculate as to what the speaker’s intent for these productions
might be.
It is interesting to note, however, that most segments for which multiple initiation gestures are produced
in spontaneous speech are those requiring coordination of
more than one vocal tract gesture. As stated above, it is
possible that the added task of appropriately coordinating
the gestures required for the production of multigestural
segments presents additional challenges in planning, causing the apraxic patient to exhibit false starts or perhaps
(rehearsal-like) explicit articulation as part of the planning
process. However, a hypothesis that the production of multigesture segments, no matter their particular constituency,
would be equally more motorically difficult for apraxic
speakers than single-gesture segments would predict voiceless segments to be more error prone than voiced segments,
contrary to evidence suggesting the markedness of voiced
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/d/ over voiceless /t/ (de Lacy, 2002; Hamilton, 1996) and
evidence from studies investigating voice onset time in
apraxic speech (Itoh et al., 1982). Especially in light of the
existing research on voice onset time in AOS (Itoh et al.,
1982) and apraxic error modeling simulations in German
(Ziegler, 2009), a more tenable explanation is that the vulnerability of segments depends on the degree of cohesion that
exists between their component gestures and that this degree
of gestural cohesion is itself dependent on motor learning of
these particular segments and thus may be related to their
relative frequencies in a given language. As Ziegler (2009,
p. 655) suggests, “Due to the high frequency of occurrence
of such co-ordinated patterns [e.g. glottal abduction and an
oral gesture], gestural synchrony may in these particular
instances be a highly overlearned routine, which remains
stable in apraxia of speech.”
Our rtMRI data reveal that this apraxic speaker
frequently produced covert (silent) gestural intrusion errors
in both repetitive and nonrepetitive speech. In addition, it
reveals that the patient produced multiple, silent articulatory
gestures at the initiation of speech as well as unphonated
supralaryngeal consonantal gestures corresponding to monosyllabic words. These findings suggest that, consistent with
previous descriptions of AOS, the AOS of the patient at
hand is best characterized by disordered selection and temporal organization of articulatory gestures rather than failure
to reach gestural targets or a failure of sequential ordering.
Because the underlying deficit seems to be one of coordination, a tactile–kinesthetic treatment, such as Prompts for
Restructuring Oral Muscular Phonetic Targets, would not
likely be most effective in managing the symptoms of AOS.
Treatments focused on articulatory tasks that our data suggest are most problematic for the speaker—namely, the
production of complex segments or segment sequences
requiring less cohesive gestures to be coordinated—would
likely be far more effective.
As the results of this case study illustrate, rtMRI is
useful in (a) identifying and further characterizing several
aspects of apraxic speech that have been previously observed
both clinically and using other imaging modalities and
(b) providing rich, dynamic articulatory data that inform
our understanding of pathomechanisms underlying AOS.
Our single-subject pilot study, however, is not without limitations. The lack of large populations of apraxic speakers
willing and able to participate in rtMRI studies involving
multiple elicitations of an extended test corpus limits us
to a quantitative analysis that if made quantitative, would
severely lack statistical power. This type of qualitative
analysis is consistent with the norms of the field in articulatory phonetics (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2007; Proctor, Lo, &
Narayanan, 2015; Ramanarayanan, Lammert, Goldstein,
& Narayanan, 2014), in which participant populations are
typically small (n < 10), and differences between individual
speakers and vocal tract morphologies (Lammert, Proctor, &
Narayanan, 2013a, 2013b) preclude application of many statistical tests involving pooled or averaged data. Nonetheless,
we must be cautious when applying these norms to the
investigation of clinical populations in which there is much
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more within- and cross-subject variability than in typical
populations. This is particularly true in the case of AOS, a
disorder of which a hallmark is token-to-token variability.
A further limiting factor in our study is the relatively low number of utterances and repetitions that can
be elicited from a speaker struggling with effortful and
disfluent speech during a scan session of reasonable duration.
Due to these limitations, our participant did not produce all
consonant sounds of English in word-initial position during
spontaneous speech. Future studies should be designed such
that the data acquisition will include a spontaneous speech
sample extensive enough to include all consonantal segments
of English in word-initial position at least three times.
In addition, our single-subject pilot study was part of
a larger study of which speech articulation was only a subpart. For this reason, the single word stimuli have various
shortcomings from an experimental phonetic point of view;
the gestural content of the onset and coda consonants elicited were not systematically controlled. Future work would
benefit from inclusion of stimuli items in which gestural
organization is more systematically controlled; it would be
possible to translate the top cop paradigm into real speech by
using words such as backpack and phrases such as “The
pod cod saw a cod pod” or, placed in an even more natural
context, “At my college reunion, we figured out that there
were quite a few people named Ken and even more named
George. By the end of the weekend, we had counted 10 Kens
and 13 Georges.” With recent developments in imaging
technology (Lingala et al., 2016), it is possible to detect
vocal fold abduction, even in the sagittal slice, of images
acquired at an extremely high frame rate, allowing for use
of segments that differ only in voicing.
In our illustration of the production of consonant
gestures corresponding to monosyllabic words, an extremely
low amplitude signal is visible in the waveform. It is likely
that this signal, time locked with the consonantal gestures,
arises due to rtMRI scanner noise resonating in the speaker’s
vocal tract. In order to ensure that these articulations are,
indeed, produced without any phonation and are not whispered, utilization of the imaging technique described above
(Lingala et al., 2016) to determine if sustained adduction or
abduction of the vocal folds are observed at the appropriate
points in time or collection of oral airflow data would be
required.
The participant’s language and cognitive deficits were
relatively mild and did not affect our ability to investigate
speech motor control. No studies have systematically compared AOS in neurodegenerative cohorts (primary progressive aphasia and primary progressive apraxia of speech)
to AOS with the more common etiology of stroke (Duffy &
Josephs, 2012). However, several studies of AOS in progressive patients suggest that many of the same features that
define AOS in stroke are also present in degenerative AOS
(Duffy, 2006; Josephs et al., 2006; Ogar, Dronkers, Brambati,
Miller, & Gorno-Tempini, 2007). It will be important to
determine if the results of our study generalize to other
patients with progressive AOS and to patients with AOS
due to other etiologies.

Conclusion
Using rtMRI, a noninvasive method of observing
and quantifying articulatory movement in the entire vocal
tract, we demonstrate that an apraxic patient produced
covert, intrusive speech gestures in repetitive and nonrepetitive speech. Further, we observe that the patient produced silent articulation of consonants corresponding to
monosyllabic words and multiple, hidden initiation gestures
when attempting to produce segments or segment sequences
requiring the coordination of more than one vocal tract
gesture. These data suggest that rtMRI is indeed capable of
capturing many characteristics of apraxic speech that have
previously been described in the literature and can help enrich
our understanding of coordination patterns in apraxic speech
to provide new insights into the nature of this disorder.
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Appendix A
Utterances Used in Short Phrase Elicitation Task
I can type BONE KNOW five times
I can type BONE OH five times
I can type BOW KNOW five times

Appendix B
Items Used in Word Elicitation Task
balloon
catastrophe
ceremony
circumstances
cumulative
debate
delight
delivery
double
federation
motivation
motive
negligible
repetition
solitary
speculative
statistical
temple
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